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RACE ONE: 
The bay colt KID PERFECT has faced tougher maidens in New York in his 
past three starts, and he has prior two-turn experience having run in a 
turf route race at Saratoga in his career debut. Figures to get a ground-
saving trip on or near the lead and is bred top and bottom to handle the 
added distance; contender. REMEMBERING RITA has been one-paced in 
the final eighth of a mile in his first two starts hooking similar company 
and will stretch out around two-turns for the first time in this spot. 
Improving sort figures to attend the pace and is bred to like the added 
ground; threat. ART VANDALEY exits a weak $75K maiden claiming event 
where he was well-beaten in his second start off the shelf. The best effort of 
his career to date was in Louisville, however he didn’t seem to care for two-
turns in his last start at Keeneland; minor award candidate. DIAMOND 
DELIGHT is the lone first-time starter but has a solid work tab for the high-
percentage Brad Cox outfit. First Dude colt gets Lasix and Chris Landeros, 
and this isn’t a tough race; worth a look in the paddock. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-6-5 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
MAGGIE SUE failed to beat a horse facing open $20K company at 
Keeneland in her last start but figured to need that effort off a two-month 
plus layoff. Late-running filly’s best recent form was at Churchill hooking 
slightly tougher company, and she’ll appreciate the extra sixteenth of a 
mile in this spot; tighter this time. SAPPHIRE SPITFIRE’s best work this 
year has been in Ohio, but she should get a decent trip on the fence stalking 
projected pacesetter WILD ABOUT IRENE. This isn’t the toughest open 
$16K claiming event I’ve seen, and she’s 8-1 on the morning line; hangs o 
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for part with a top effort. WILD ABOUT IRENE should get a clear early lead 
in this paceless route race, but she has caved-in after setting soft fractions 
plenty of times in the past. She tries Churchill for the first time in this spot; 
best effort yields minor award. THRYLOS makes her first start off the 
claim for a new outfit and returns to the races off a six-week plus layoff. 
Chestnut filly is a little cheap, but she likes Churchill, a mile and a 
sixteenth on dirt and is capable of running a big race off a layoff; some 
things to like. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-5-2 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
 TIGER PAW makes up half of a formidable Ken Ramsey coupled entry, and 
he makes his first start off the claim for Mike Maker, always a solid betting 
angle. Chestnut gelding was only beaten a length for all the money vs. 
lesser company at Kentucky Downs in his latest effort, and he has placed 
in 60 percent of his starts lifetime. Figures o be a bit closer to the early 
pace stretching out, and you get REGAL KITTEN—who looks solid at this 
class level—as the other half of the entry; plenty to like. LUCKY RAMSEY is 
two heads and a neck shy of winning five of his past six starts on the grass, 
and he has affinity for the Matt Wiinn turf course. He came in a bit at the 
start in his last race; threat with a clean break. EXPLOSIVE KOWBOY has 
never run a bad race and just missed the win by a neck when last seen 
facing $50K starter allowance types in Louisville. Closer consistently fires 
from off the pace; ignore at your own peril. KING OF SPADES ran well in 
the key prep for this race, finishing a length and a half off the win despite 
being in the seven-path at the quarter-pole. Son of Street Cry (Ire) has 
finished first or second in four-of-nine turf starts lifetime; contender. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1(part of entry)-7-2-4 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
The Illinois-bred filly STREAMLINE probably has her sights set on a 2017 
Oaklawn Park campaign and may not be filly cranked-up for this spot 
coming off a lengthy layoff, but she’s the class of the field and figures to get 
a great trip stalking SO YOU SAY and FINLEY’SLUCKYCHARM. Consistent 
miss has finished in the money in 11 of 12 lifetime starts, though she will 
make her first start since April 15 in this affair. Finished two and quarter 
lengths behind Forever Unbridled when last seen at the races, and that 
rival was a good third in yesterday’s epic Breeder’s Cup Distaff (G1); 
dangerous on class alone. MISLEADING LADY was good second stepping 
up to “three other than” allowance company in her last start, where she 
finished a diminishing two and a quarter lengths of Kathballu, who is 5-1 
on the morning line in the Chilukki Stakes (G2) later on the card; like the 
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turn-back to six panels; contender. MESHELL is winless from seven starts 
this year but has a back-class advantage over most entrants in this field. 
She drops out of graded stakes company, but was a non-factor as the chalk 
when last seen in this third-tier allowance condition; zero-for-three local 
record is a concern; minor award candidate. FINLEY’SLUCKYCHARM ran 
a huge race off the sidelines when turning back in distance in her most 
recent outing, making all the pace (:22, :44 4/5, :56 4/5) and winning by 
open lengths. She steps up in class, will get early pressure from SO YOU 
SAY and will garner plenty of attention at the windows; race shape from a 
pace perspective works against her chances. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-3-7 
 
 
RACE FIVE: 
LANGDOM is one of few assembled in this $10K maiden claiming heat that 
has positive form, as he was a one-paced second at 90 cents on the dollar at 
Belterra in his last start. He figures to move forward in the second start of 
his current form cycle; choice vs. a weak field. PSYCHO CAT split a field of 
12 in his last start at Indiana Grand, where he stepped up in class and 
rallied from off the pace on the turf. He was a good second the last time he 
tuned back in distance; blinkers on noted; threat on the rail. VINO SCURO 
ran huge when dropping in class at 48-1 in his last start at Indiana Grand, 
when he returned to the main track and turned back in distance; contends 
with this crew with a repeat of his latest effort. EASY LION’s form 
improved when he dropped in for a tag in his last start, and he hooked a 
next-out winner in that affair in Indiana. The best race of his career to date 
has been on the dirt; turf-to-dirt angle looks playable. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-11-4 
 
 
RACE SIX: 
The Blame filly TORRENT looks to have this compact field—mainly 
comprised of first-time starters—over the proverbial barrel. Juvenile miss 
was sharp off the layoff in her last start at Keeneland, where she made all 
the pace and was nailed on the wire hooking similar stock. Will be tighter 
this time and is the controlling speed of the race; wire-to-wire play at short 
odds (1-1 on the morning line). SHE’SAGRACIOUSLADY gets wheeled back 
off 14 days rest, and she figured to get a bit of an education in her career 
debut at Keeneland. She broke slow in that outing and finished sixth of 11, 
and she will run with Lasix for the first time in this spot; improvement 
expected. BLAME THE LAW had a troubled trip early in her career debut, 
yet she made up ground in the stretch run to be beaten four and a half 
lengths for all the money facing similar company. She will appreciate the 
extra eighth of a mile in this spot; threat. DRINKS ON BROADWAY fetched 
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$180K as a two-year-old in training and sports a gap-free work tab locally 
since early August for Gary “Red Dog” Hartlage. Bay daughter of Stay 
Thirsty is worth taking a look at in the paddock; watch the tote board. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-7-3 
 
 
RACE SEVEN: 
BIG MAN ROCKET rates a slight edge in this competitive conditioned 
claiming event, as the son of Roman Ruler has yet to put forth a poor effort 
from two prior starts and is the only entrant in the field with a previous 
win in Louisville. He was game in his first start against winners at Belterra 
and tuning back in distance should help him rate, which he will need to do, 
as this field is peppered with front-running types; choice. SKY WONDER is 
capable of a winning effort off the sidelines and returns to the races off a 
near two-month freshening in this spot for the Maggi Moss/Chris Richard 
combo. He has some useful past form on the main track at Churchill; 
blinkers off noted; threat. SHUPANGA was a good third in a bad race in his 
last start at Keeneland, where he overcame a troubled start to be beaten 
four and three-quarter lengths for all the money at 27-1 in his first start off 
a lengthy layoff. He’ll get decent splits in front on him on which to finish, 
but he has a tendency to have trouble at the gate; contends with a clean 
start. DR. HAL’s best form has been without blinkers and the hood comes 
off today. He couldn’t get the job done in his last start at Thistledown—
normally not a good sign—but he was a good third three starts back at Ellis 
Park facing similar company at 17-1. He’ll get an honest pace in front of 
him on which to finish and is 20-1 on the morning line; live longshot. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-3-5 
 
 
RACE EIGHT: 
The Sky Mesa filly MOONLIGHT SKY has been a game second in her past 
three turf outings against similar company and has a license to move 
forward in her second start off a layoff. She doesn’t have to come from out 
of the clouds to be a factor and is 5-1 on the morning line in this well-
matched field; tighter this time. PLACE DES VOSGES was impressive as the 
tepid favorite in her last start, as she made up a ton of ground from off the 
pace, closing into soft fractions to score a neck victory against $50K 
starter-allowance types. She’s finished first or second in five of six starts 
lifetime on the Matt Winn turf course; comes running in the stretch drive. 
WOLF GOURMET had trouble at the start in her only two poor efforts on 
the grass from five starts lifetime, and she was a good third behind a nice 
filly in Fuhriously Kissed in her most recent outing. She’s an overlaid 10-1 
on the morning line; dirt-to-turf angle looks live. READY FOR CHIANTI has 
lacked a decisive, winning bid in her past five starts but tends to run her 
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race to pick up a paycheck. She will be making her first start since July 28 
in this affair; may be a race away from her best effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-5-9 
 
 
RACE NINE—The Chilukki (G2):  
ENGAGINGLEE won the Locust Grove (G3) in the mud in her last start 
under the Twin Spires, and she has finished the money in six of seven 
starts lifetime in Louisville. Her last pair of starts going a mile and a 
sixteenth on dirt are solid and she should be the overlooked half of the 
uncoupled Dale Romans entry; rates a slight edge. ATHENA has won four 
of her five lifetime starts at Churchill Downs and figured to need her last 
start at Keeneland off a two-month layoff. She will appreciate the stretch 
out and is 12-1 on the morning line; has the looks of an overlay. 
BIRDATTHEWIRE was only a half-length off the top distaffer Carina Mia in 
the Ballerina (G1) two starts back at Saratoga, but this bay filly is winless 
from eight starts this year running exclusively in stakes company. She has 
a back-class advantage but is zero-for-six locally and will get bet; figures 
for part, taking a stand against for top honors at a short price. The Florida 
invader KISS TO REMEMBER has a penchant for place money but is 
undefeated from one prior start over Churchill’s main track. She will 
appreciate the return to a dirt surface but steps up to graded stakes 
company; sends mixed signals; on the fringes. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-2-7  
 
 
RACE TEN: 
We’ll take a shot that veteran conditioner “Jinks” Fires has DAME 
WICKED ready to run off a year-plus layoff, as his charge hooks a weak 
bunch of maiden $10,000 claimers in this affair. Chestnut filly was only 
three lengths off the win facing maiden allowance stock at Ellis on the 
grass when last seen at the races, and her recent work tab is gap-free; 
choice on the drop. HARLAN’S GIRL figured to need her last start off the 
layoff and drops in class in this affair. She may not have cared for the wet-
fast surface in the debut run, and she got bumped around at break in that 
outing; tighter this time. WINGED LADY is another who descends the class 
ladder in search of form reversal. She’ll be making her first start since 
March in this spot and may be a start away from her best effort; minor 
award candidate. CHEATING HEART has faded in the stretch drive in her 
last two starts and returns to the races off a brief rest in this affair. Denzik 
barn does well off short layoffs, and this filly has some early foot to 
overcome her wide post draw; using in exotic wagers. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-4-5-12 


